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.Dining Service alternative examined
Bids requesteC
Timothy Rohde
News Editor

It all began last spring, but
the general campus community did
not hear anything about it until a
few days after school started this
fall. The rumors were then con~
firmed: on July 11, President Atch1 ley had invited bids from three
contractors to take over operation of
Dining Services here at Pacific.
Since the request for bids,
two companies, ARA Dining Services and Marriot have responded
with proposals. The president has.
set up three committees, one comprised of students, one of faculty,
andone ofstaff, to provide him with
feedback. President Atchley said,
"We will review the input from
there."
Rumors .on campus
~ peaked this past summer when the
President's son David held his
~ wedding on campus and part of the
food for the event was catered free
of charge by ARA. In a memo writtill
len to all vice presidents·and deans,
Alehleyhadthistosay, ''To clear up
any misunderstandings, I want you
to know Clarence Koester, Presitl dent of ARA Dininy Services, has
~~ ·been a personal friend of my family
for the past 9 years. Mr. Koester
.provided some of the food at my son
David's wedding reception as a
wedding gift. This will have absolutely no bearing on my decision as
to our food serviCe at the University, and Mr. Koester is well aware
of lhat fact."
Atchley met Mr. Koester while
1' serving as president of Clemson
. University, where ARA has a food
service contract
In an interview with Atchley, he explained the motivation
l it
behind seeking bids for outside food

rt

it

Offer submitted

service. "N proposed plan is to cut
costs intdlally," he explained.
"The goal! to maintain board fees
at the samlevel for at least the next
three yea." The memo further
clarified~ position:
1
have requested bids
from out.de firms to provide dining servles at UOP in order to
determin where we stand in
relation.> costs for food and services prc1ded. However, they are
only bid ar.d no decision has been
made ~Wthis time to go with an
outsideirm. There 3Te many consideratins to be taken into account..,'
Jon Lewis, director of
Dinintervices, was asked to draw
up the idelines to be followed in
the su itted proposals. These criteria itluded maintenance of food
qualitjat a level equal to or better
than <1tTent standards, guarantees
to ret;.n all current food service
pers~l. and mainten~mc•:: of the
stud~ work-study jobs in food

servip.

Atchley's desrre to save
mono/ hails back to his budget
plan/unveiled at his inauguration.
He roposes that the additional
rev~ues that would be generated
by ontracting food service would
be s~it up to fund 3 areas: dorm and
cl3!¥"oom renovation, library. materifs, and faculty bonuses. ·
No time frame has been
estf>Iished for the selection processJfthedecision is made to accept
one<>f the proposals, the contractor
cofd begin supplying campus food
aserlyasnextJanuary.Ifoneofthe
Pl1>0sals is not accepted, food
stWice could stay in the hands of
mP Dining Services, or new pro}J(Bals from other companies could
~accepted.

UOP Athletic Director
subtnits resignation
~

II

j,~

Dr. Carl Miller, director of
athletics and chairman of the physical education and recreation ~epartmcnt at the University of the Pacifie, recently announcCLI his resignation effective no later than Janu-

aryl.
Miller indicated that he is
resigning to pursue personal interests elsewhere and has asked to be
relieved of all athletic director responsibilities immediately. He will
continue working on special projects as assigned by the president
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President Atchley accepted Miller's resignation and
indicated that procedures will be
implemented to seck a replacement. Atchley has appointed Dr.
Thomas Stubbs, associate athletic
director, as interim athletic director
to assume immediate responsibilities for the athletic and physical
education and recreation depart·
ments.
In accepting Miller's resignation, Atchley stated that he
appreciates the progress that the
athletic programs have made under
Miller's leadership and that every
~ffort will be made to build upon
what has been accomplished.
Miller has been athletic:
director and chairman of the physi-.
cal education department since:
June of 1984, coming from the:
University of North Dakota where:
he had served as athletic director·
since 1976. UNO won two NCAA
hockey titles, giving Miller four·
national championships as athletic
director.
Miller said that he feels
that it is time for a change and that
the UOP athletic programs are
"moving in the right direction and
eh ..... thn- TTni"t"'rC; ... , ;"

'
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Timothy Rohde
News Editor

ARA Campus Dining Services
was on campus Sept. 7,to make
presentations to 3 committees set up
to examine the proposals for a food
service contract at UOP. ARA's
proposal includes a number of
changes for the dining halls.
What follows is a summary of
changes and features of their proposal as presented by officials from
the company. The actual written
proposal was not made available to
the committees.
ARA Service Management Company is a privately held company
with over $4 billion in accounts
worldwide; the Campus Dining
Services segment of the company
works with over $300 million in
campus dining nationwide. They
have catered food at the Olympic
games forthelast20years.Locally,
they contract food service for both
Dameron and St. Joseph's hospital.
According to the proposal, food
UOP students dine while service is debated
selection in the dining halls would
stay pretty much the same if UOP
chose to contract with the company.
The tradition of barbecues, theme
dinners, and picnics, would be continued. Breakfast would be a full
\ meal all week and would feature a
"They
service
in
1978.
He
added,
Timothy Rohde
waffle bar. A "Treat Yourself
did not have an organized, wellNews Editor
Right" nutritional program would
planned food service. I will not tell
As one might expect, any you ARA is not a competent operabe available for interested students,
as well as fully and semi-vegetarian
large company has successes and tion. That was a long time ago."
meals.
failures. So is the case with ARA
More recently, ARA was
Campus Dining Services.
The biggest changes would take
forced to leave University of North
place in the campus restaurants.
One campus where they Carolina at Chapel Hill. ARA had
The Rathskeller would be remodwere not successful is North Caro- beenatUNCfor6yearsfrom 1980eled, with theplans to openitup into
lina State University. ARA was 1986, when the contract was .re-bid
the patio area for nighttime shows.
forced to leave N.C. State by stu- and given to Marriots. Chuck
A new menu would feature contidents in 1972. "They did not have Antle, Associate Vice Provost for
the support of the students," said Art Business had this to say: " ...(ARA)
nental breakfasts, a New York style
deli, and grilled foods. A pizza
White, who was project manager had a difficult time dealing with
service would also be run from the
for ARA at N.C. State, then was campus problems. In their fifth and
Rat which would feature both cat-in
hired as dining services director sixth year, they changed local manand delivery options. The Summit
.when lhey started their own food (see ARA, page 2)

ARA Reviewed

Bike thefts
on the rise
According to the latest Crime.
Alert, an understaffed Department
of Public Safety reports that 35
bicycles have been stolen from the
UOP campus since the*eginning of
the fall semester.
Both the alarming number of
thefts (there were 51 bicycles taken
in all of last year) and the shortage
of patrolling officers leads the department to issue some instructions
for maintaining property safety.
Director of Public Safety Norman
Askew encourages students to keep
a record of the serial number, model
number and make of their bicycles.
Using aU -shaped kryptonite lock to
anchor the bicycle to a steel rack is
also recommended. Public Safety
has inscribing equipment available
for marking personal property with
identification numbers.
Currently, only six officers arc
actively patrolling the UOP campus. This figure docs not include
upper management positions. One
officer patrols the campus during
each eight-hour shift. According to
Askew, thi s may make UOP a prime
target for crime. The involvement
of members of the campus community is requested in helping to cur~ntcrimc wave. For more
n on how to help out, sec
n page 2.
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and the Redwood Room would
switch places and would both be
remodeled as well. The Summit
would be a type of "food court"
similar to what is found in shopping
malls, with little individual areas
specializing in different types of
food. The Redwood Room buffet
would be expanded to include hot
entrees and carved meats.
MobUe carts would pop up around
campus, selling drinks in the parking lots and food in different locations, including the School ofPharmacy.
A "Because We Care"
network would be established
where parents could send food to
their children, and friends could
have food delivered to each other.
The Pacific Express plan
currently used at the campus restaurantsandtheASUOPGroceryStore
would be kept Purchase of a meal
plan would also include a free bonus
of an undisclosed amount of free
money on a student's Pacific Express account.
ARA bases choices of theme
meals and services on student input
Should ARA be selected to take
over food service, a committee of
students will be sellected to advise
ARA officials and help them plan
menus, theme dinners, and special
dining events. The dining directors
have "open door" policies welcoming comments, and they eat meals in
the halls with the students. Students
are also given positions of management within the operations.
ARA' s proposal seems to provide
new, innovative services along with
quality food service. Much needed
renovation of the campus restaurants will be included in the package. Should this proposal be accepted, only time will tell whether
or not they can live up to their
promises.

Glory Days kicks off filming
Terri McGraw
Assistant News Editor

They're here. Actor Robert
Conrad and crew are now on campus filming "Glory Days," a CBS
television Movie of the Week.
"Glory Days' is a fun, family
piece. It's about every male's fantasy and mine," said Cc:-.::::..=t .
He will direct the film, as we1~ ~<;
play the role of a 53-year-old businessman who retires and returns to
college to fulfill a lifelong dream of
playing football.
Conrad, once a linebacker on his
high school's football team, returns
to training. Between working out
and drinking at least
eight ounces of water daily, he lost
44 pounds within 33 days.
"He looks great! He looks like a
30-year-old athlete," remarked
UOP cheerleader Jamie Naples
while attending the pre-production
party at Conrad's Bear Valley
home.
While UOP has been used as a
location for the films Dreamscape,
The Sure Thing, High Time, RPM,
World's Greatest Athlete, Friendly
'Fire, Raiders of the Lost Ark and
Strawberry Statement, this will be
the first time the University is ideo-

tified as the institution where the
film takes place.
On-campus sites used for the
movie will include Archania fraternity, Sears Hall, in front of Knoles
Hall, the main gym, the Sports
Medicine Center and the stadium.
UOP students have priority to be
used as extras. Over 100 students
have already signed up in the Career
Placement and Planning Center.
However, participation in filming is

will oe scanning the crowd at SIIUr-

day night's football game.

NCAA regulations prevent UOP's football players from
being filmed. Therefore, players
from HBO's "First & Ten" and
additional actors will form the
"Glory Days" team.
Filming will continue
through OcL 6. "Glory Days" will
air between Nov. and Dec., according to Conrad.
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In the newl"
The University of the Pacific has been selected as one
out of three private colleges and universities to participate in
the California State Work-Study Program pilot. This project
enables eligible UOP students to be paid for off-campus coops/internships.
Employers offering co-ops or internships ,to students
through this program can obtain funding (up to 75 percent)
from the state of California. Students have the opportunity to
replace portions of loans or UOP/Federal Work-Study with
State Work-Study funds.
UOP is one of 15 colleges chosen from 80 institutions
statewide that submitted applications to the California Student
Aid Commission.

Two thirds of Stockton's female attorneys feel that
they have been discriminated against, according to a survey
conducted by University of the Pacific political science professor Dr. Jerry. Briscoe.
Briscoe recently reported on his survey of 40 Stockton
women attorneys to the Women Attorneys Section of the San
Joaquin County Bar Association.
Of those surveyed, more than half feel that their gender
has slowed their career progress. In addition, almost half
would be interested in a judgeship, 80percenthave held offices
in organizations, and 70 percent have assisted in political
campaigns. According to Briscoe, women make up about 37
percent of law students and 8 percent of the legal profession.

A conference offering more than 18 workshops discussing topics central to the well-being of women will be hed
at UOP on Sept. 23-24.
The conference, titled Women and Mental Health:
Celebrating, healing and empowering, begins Friday, 3-9p.m.
and Saturday from 8 a.m.. to 4:30p.m. After dinner, on Friday,
actress-author MUriel Bach will speak on the topic "Freud
Never Said it was Easy:•
The cost for the conference, including dinner and
lunch, is $15. Checks should be payable to UOP's Office of
Lifelong Learning. For more information, call946-2424.

"Altered Forms/New Species," ceramic sculptures by
Sebastopol artist Philip Jameson, will be featured in the
University of the Pacific G~lery September 19 through October 14.
An opening reception will be held on Friday, September 22, from 7-9 p.m., in the Gallery. Wine and hors d' oeuvres
will be served and admission is free.
Jameson's work has received extensive national attention in the past decade, including Ford Foundation and Kohler
grant awards, several "art in public places" commissions (in
Oregon and Washington), and appearances of his sculptures in
several publications, including American Craft, Ceramics
Monthly and Ceramic Review.
The UOP Gallery is located on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center. For more information, call946-2172.

"Tiger Tracks Around the World" is the theme for this
year's Homecoming Parade on October 15th at 9:30a.m.
Entry forms and parade rules are available in the
Alumni Office, 5th Floor at Burns Tower. First and second
place awards for entries will be given in the following categories: residence floats, Greek organization floats, decorated
cars, costumes, novelty, and reunion class ei:ltry. Deadline for
entries is September 28th at 4:30 p.m. and there will be no
exceptions. The deadline for bands is September 23 at 4:30
p.m. Each participating student group must send a representative to the parade meeting on September 30th at 12:00 noon in
the McCaffrey Center Conference Room.
For more information on the homecoming parade,
contact the UOP Alumni Office at 946-2391.

Library Hours
Holt-Atherton Center
1st floor-main library

Main Library
Regular Hours

Mon-Fri
10- 2 Sat

8 · 11 Mon-Thurs
8- 8 Fri
10-lOSat
11- 11 Sun

9- 5

Science Library
School of Pharmacy Building

Reference Hours

8 - 11 Mon-Thurs
8-5 Fri
12- 6 Sat
2- 10 Sun

8 · 9 Mon-Thurs
8-5 Fri
10- 5 Sat
1-9 Sun

Curriculum Library
School ofEducmion Building
8:30 · 8 Mon-Thurs
8:30 - 5pm Fri

Music - Audiovisual
3rd floor-main li.~rary
8- 11 Mon- Thurs
8- 8 Fri
10- 10 Sat
11 • ll Sun
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Admissions Dean Peters laos strategy
to attract applicants to lDP
Dean says university seeks diversity in both students and staff
Timothy Rohde
News Editor

UOP has a new dean of
admissions. Patricia Peters, previously of Merrimack College in
Massachusetts, was selected to
succeed Les Medford, who retired
last year.
Peters
served
as
Merrimack's dean of admissions
and financial aid since 1983. Prior
to that, she worked with The College Board for seven years, where
she served as an associate director.
Her education includes a master's
degree in business administration
from Babson College and a
bachelor's degree in English from
Mount Saint Mary College.
Having only been here a
few months, Peters is adjusting to
life at UOP and learning about the
university. "I have been busy meeting with deans and department
heads to see what it's like to be a
major in their department," she
said. "I'm really enjoying it so far.
The caring atmosphere of the uni-

Thieves feed
on campus,
Public Safety
offers help

versity certainly helps the newcomer."
She is also making plans
for the admissions office, which is
the life-blood of the university.
"My strategy is to involve the
(admissions) staff in a larger extent

than they have been \he past. I
want to engage them the entire
process," she explaim"Once the
staff gets on the roal will be
focusing my energies the computer support and ideq what we
need to critique on the>plication

and review process." Other changes
in the office include a staff pers?n
devoted full time to transfer admi~
sions and revision of current pubhcations.
.
She also has plans to mcrease the applicant pool, whic~
would make admission more selective. "We need to increase our application pool first I'm convi~ced
the way in which that happens IS for
us to better identify with a group of
students."
How does she feel about •
being one of the few women in high
level positions on campus? "That
was probably one of the appealing
things about the positi~n, only.~
cause I senseit'sasituauon thattsm
transition. This institution is interested in diversity in both students
and staff." She jokingly added, "I
don't mind being a token sometimes."
With over half of the
admissions staff being at UOP for
less than a year, she admits, "We're
all learning."

COP Dean Roy Vhiteker
announces retirenent plans

Dr. Roy A. Whiteker announced
today that he plans to retire as dean
With the return of students, staff of the College of the Pacific at the
end of the current academic year.
and faculty come those persons who
Whitekcr has served as dean of
feed off our community, warns the
University of the Pacific's college
department. Since Aug. 19, 35 biof arts and sciences since 1976.
cycle thefts have been reported.
In announcing his plans,
Several of those thefts were bihe said "I am proud of what I have
cycles whose owners had no record
helped to accomplish in the College
of the serial numbers. Ifthe bicycles
the Pacific. I believe the proof
are recovered, they can't be regrams,
curricula, and faculty are
turned to the rightful owners withmuch
stronger
than when I came.
out this information.
However,
after
18 years as an adAs you unpack and arrange your
I
look
forward to returnministrator
rooms and offices, Public Safety
ing
next
year
to
what
I was really
encourages taking time to record
be
a
teacher of
trained
to
do--to
the brand names, model numbers
chemistry."
and serial numbers of all valuable
Following his retifement
property, including bicycles They
next
August,
Whiteker plans to
offer several identification kits,
teach
on
a
part-time
basis in the
which are available to anyone who
COP
Department
of
Chemistry.
would like to permanently mark
University President Bill
valuables. They recommend placAtchley commended Whiteker for
ing your drivers license number on
his 13 years of dedicated service as
pe1sonal property. Department
dean of arts and sciences, noting
name and phone number should be
that his even-handed leadership
placed on University property.
helped significantly both in the
, Parking regulations (which indevelopment of new programs and
clude having permits and obeying
in some important organizational
the parking designations) arc now
changes since the mid-1970s.
being enforced. The permits are
"The primary reason we
available at the Finance Center.
are all here is to serve the students,"
Public Safety reminds the University community that the speed limit .• Atchley added. "With his excellent
educational background and extenis 15MPH on streets and lOMPH in
sive experience in both administrathe parking lots. Since they are
tion and teaching, Dr. Whiteker will
shorthanded right now and can
continue
to make important contrinever be everywhere at once, they
to
the University's mission
butions
would appreciate reports of any
as
he
returns
to teaching."
suspicious activities or individuals.
"In
various capacities I
It is important to note that the UOP
have
had
the
privilege of working
campus is private property and indiwith
Dr.
Whiteker throughclosely
viduals who do not have business at
out
his
years
at
UOP,"
said Dr. Lee
the University will be asked to leave
C.
Fennell,
Interim
Academic
Vice
the property. Likewise, any person
President.
"The
thoroughness,
fairon campus who docs not appear to
ness,
and
attention
to detail which
fit this description (children unaccompanied by parents, etc.) should have always characterized his work
as dean will serve his students well
be reported to Public Safety at once.
in the classroom and in the laborator ."

Become a pacifican

Advertising
Representative
• Hourly wages and commission
• Valuable experience
• Great potential
Ca11946-2155 for more information

A number of new aldemic programs have been es~
lished in COP under Whitckes
leadership. These include major~
sports medic~ne, computer scienc,
Japanese, entertainment manag.
mcnt, sport management, and infn
mation systems.
Whiteker played an in.
portant central role in guiding th
College of the Pacific through sc
cr~l major organizational change,
over the past decade. These hav(
included the establishment of th~
School of Business and Public
Administration in 1977 and the
School of International Studies in
1987, both of which grew out of
programs formerly housed within
COP.
Before coming to UOP in
1976, Whiteker spent five years in
Washington with the Council for
International Exchange of Scholars. He was director of the Council

when he left to come to UOP. Prior
to his service in Washington, he
taught chemiSU'Y at Harvey Mudd
College for 14 years and at the
MassachuseusinstituteofTechnology for two years.

ARA
(continued from page 1)
agement. Students voiced their
concerns over food variety and
treatment of employees, but I don't
think you could go wrong with eitheroneof them (ARA orMarriots).
I think they arc both fme companies."
Lisa Gross, Manager of
food Services at California State
University at Los Angeles and part
of the ARA presenters at UOP, said,
"We loose about ten accounts
yearly. But, we gain approximately
fifteen."
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through ~Fm:eROTC.
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14 varieties of bagels & bialys baked fresh daily on the
premises.
Meat and smoked fish specialties
Also featuring cream cheese spreads, deli sandwiches,
plus soups and salads

.

•

eat in • take out
Monday- Friday
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Saturday - Sunday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Call : 95 - BAGEL

1461 W. March Lane

952- 2435

(next to Stockton Joe's)

r--------------------------------,

I
I
I

I

Buy 1 dozen bagels

buy 1 sandwich

- recieve -

- recieve l
Second Sandwich (of equal or lesser value) I

6 more FREE

I

1/2PRICE
I
L--------------------------------~

The historic Feather River Inn,
located ncar Blairsden, will bcc·o me
a conference and meeting center,
according to plans unveiled on
Sept 9 by the University of the
Pacific Alumni Association. The
Association, comprised of all former students of the University, will
assume management of the property on Nov. 1, according to an
agreement being finalized between
the Association and the University.
Management of the facilities will
be coordinated by the committee of
the Alumni Association Board of
Directors. Christopher Greene, a
1985 UOP graduate and senior vice
president for Grupe Properties in
Stockton, is chairman of the committ~.

The site is currently being used
during the summer months for several camp programs. The Alumni
I

Association plans to develop the
facility into a year-round conference and meeting center.
In 1977, the Board of Directors of
the Feather River Preparatory
School gave the property to the
University. UOP contiucd to opelate the location as a preparatory
school until 1987. The school had
an enrollment of about80 students.
The 100-acrc site, located about
50 miles north ofTruckec, includes
a nine-hole golf course, swimming
pool, tennis court, main lodge,
guest lodges, cabins and support
buildings.
The Feather River Inn was built
and operated as a "destination resort" by the Interstate Company,
Inc., from Chicago and opened on
June 1, 1915. In 1957, the Inn and
625 oftheoriginall,OOO acres were
sold to Albert Favetto and several

COLD RING SALE

other investors. Favctto operated
the Inn until1970, at which time he
sold it and 100 surrounding acres to
officials of the Frcather River Preparatory School.
For nearly 30 years the Western
· Pacific Railway solei package excursion trips to the Inn from San
Francisco. These included a ferry
trip across the San Francisco Bay
and an overnight trip by train to the
Inn. This service was discontiued
after World War 11. Southern Pacific ferries contiued the bay service until 1958 and Western Pacific
train service contiued via the Cal ifornia Zephyr until 1970.
Extensive renovation has been
undertaken in recent years, and
plans call for contiucd improvement of the facilities under the
management of the UOP Alumni
Association.

$600FF\8K
$400FF\4K
$2QOFF10K

Campus responds to threat of AIDS:
Condo111s in machine ar1d bookstore
fimothy Rohde
New1Editor

Although later than most
other universities around the country, UOP has made a giant leap
toward . making condoms easily
available_ to the campus community. Until recently, the only place
students could obtain condoms on
campus was in the student phar, macy or at the Cowell Health Center, both located across the Calaveras River. Condoms are now available in the UOP Bookstore and in
vending machines in the McCaffrey
Center.
What brought about the
change? According to AI Warren,
manager of the UOP Bookstore, he
was prompted to begin selling con-

doms because of increased puD1icity about the threat of AIDS as well
as requests by students who wanted
to buy condoms at a more convenient location.
"Condoms have been
available at the pharmacy for
years," said Judy Chambers, vice
president of student life. "They
have also been available at the
Health Center. We have now decided to sell them also at a place that
is more convenient for students.
We want to make them readily
available to responsible students."
Will students be willing to
purchase condoms on campus?
Sales so far have been less than
stellar in the bookstore. McCaffrey
Center Director Jim Paull feels "it
should be successful to have them

sold in suoh a discreer m~mner."
"Ir•could be interesting,"
said ASUOP Leadership Development Specialist Sandy Tilton. "I
question whether people will be
willing to purchase them in such a
public place.... it may make some
people feel uneomforwblc with
your first fifty cents buying a bag of
pretzels and your next fifty cents
buying a condom."
Still, whether condoms
become major sellers or not, the
basic reason for having them available was best summed up by Warren: "If they can keep one student
from contracting AIDS, then having them available is worth it."

Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.
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MONEY

HUNGRY?
Get college cash, fast and easy.
If financing your education is taking a bigger bite out of your school savings
than expected Citibank could be the answer for you. We have three different
loans to help ~long the way - all easy to apply for, and fast to give you results.
Stafford Student Loans, SLS, and PWS loans. For an application, calll-800·
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editorial
'

Can we have our cake
and eat it too?
President Atchley's decision to solicit outside proposals for improving our current food service operation raises some serious issues for the UOP community at large.
The first question raised by this decision is, "Why
Dining Services?" Atchley understandably is charged
with reviewing the cost effectiveness of all university
operations in order to increase revenues and reduce
the current deficit. However, Dining Services generated a net income of over $7 59,000 last year. Compared with the bookstore net of $125,000, and the
athletic department's grotesque deficit of $1.4 million, Dining Services should be last on the list for
review.
The next question is, "What can an outside contractor do better than the existing staff?" While some
students might have complaints, most find the service
quite adequate. In fact, UOP Dining Services took two
first places and one national grand prize in competitionconducted by the NationalAssociation of College
and University Food Services with the likes of U.C.
Berkeley, USC, UCLA, and Big 10 schools. An
outsidecontractor,however,mightfind itdifficultjust
to maintain the minimum service criteria written by
current Dining Services Director Jon Lewis.
President Atchley has assured the campus community that the main priorities are maintaining service
levels, retaining the existing personnel, and generating more revenue that will benefit the UOP community at large. Atchley has also enlisted the assistance
of the university community to insure these priorities
by establishing separate committees of student leaders, faculty, and staff to ·review each proposal and
make recommendations-- a most refreshing modification from hi~ attempts at unilateral change last year.
It will be interesting, however, to find out just how
these outside contractors propose to let us'have our
cake and eat it too.
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UC>P

wasting
water
Dear Editor,
Water [is a] substance that
this university docs not appear to be
interested in conserving. I realize
that the conservation efforL<; of this
institution would only be the cliched "drop", but I believe that examples must be made and a new
way oflhinking adopted. I would be
interested in knowing whether or
not the school has adopted any plans
to begin water conservation efforts
so that I may applaud them for the
action they have taken.
Watering the lawns at
noon, however, is not my idea of
conservation. I suppose that the
student body could be asked and
urged to save water (as well], but!
doubt that the majority of them arc
that responsible.

W. Scott Edwards

Editorial Policy
Comments from our readers are welcome and strongly
encouraged. The following are policy guidlines for submitting
a publishable letter to the editor.
1. All letters submitted to the editor for publication in The
Pacifican must be signed and accompanied by a verifiable
address and phone number if possible.
2. Please limit the length of the letter to 150 words, typed, and
double spaced. Hand written letters will not be published.
3. Deadline for submission of a publishable letter is Monday at
noon.
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit any letters for
clarity or length, without changing the original intent of the
letter.
Letters to the editor may be addressed to The Pacifican, Editorial
Editor, Campus Mail , or U ni versi ty of the Pacific, Stockton, Ca.
95211. Phone number: 946-2114

No opinion page?

the pacfican
Mall Okamoto
editor in chief

Chris Craigie
business manager

The opinion page will be making its debut in the next
Tom Gregory, sports editor
Megan Cavagnaro. managing editor
issue. L ast years opinion page provided students, faculty, and
. Mi.f~ 1S..ffinei~~r. asst. sports editor ,
.Brian Dotspn,pro~ction editor
,,
1
Biron lirickson, plwto editor
staffwith an opportunity to expound their opinions on a variety
Timothy Rhode, news editor
'Stephanie Gandy, copy editor
Terri McGraw, asst. news editor
oftopics.
:1.
Laurie Lctlt~ advertising manager
John Arvizu, editorial editor
Tim Zieber, distribution manager
Rhonda Filer, entertainment editor
This year the Pacifican plans to continue the tradition. The
Jill Payonzcck, secretary
Rika Gomboa,feature editor
requirements for submission of material is as follows:
Karen Olson, advisor
Howard Moseley, international editor
1. Please limit any submission to a maximum of 1500 words.
Pr oduction Crew
2. All submissions must be typed and double spaced. No hand
Tom Mills
Melanie Lindsey
Tiffany Baker
written submissions will be accepted.
Cheryl Zicrman
Shellie Maguire
Frank Bishop
James Miller
Ella Chichester
3. Topics should be of a timely nature and relevant to the
university community.
The Paclfican is published every Thursday, except during vacations andf~Ml exams week,
by students of the Universtiy of the Pacific. Comments from readers are welcome and
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit any submission
strongly encouraged. Guest columns and letters to the editor must be submitted in typed f orm
for clarity or length, without changing the original intent of the
by Monday a t noon. All /etters to the editor must have a verifiable signature, local address
and phone number. T he Paclfican staff userves the right to edit all swbmitt~ materials.
Tomorrow, all eyes will be on Seoul, South Korea. An
document should it be published.
Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions ofthe majorityofThe Pacifican editorial
estimated television audience of 3 billion people will be " 5. All submissions for publication must be in by Friday at noon
boa rd, unless personu lly signed.
If you notice any discrepancies in The Paclfican please notify us I! ither in writing or by
unless arrangements have been made with the Editorial Editor to
watching as the Olympic torch is lit, opening the Games ofthe
calling the office at 946-2114.
XXIVth Olympiad. With years of preparation behind them,
the contrary.
The Paclfican office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, Ur.iversity of the Paci_{IC,
Stor.I-Jon,
California 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday, JO a .m. to 5 pm. or
and over $30 billion of brand new facilities standing before
Opinion page submissions can be sent to the Pacifican, Editorial
by personal appointment.
them, the South Koreans have set the stage for the greatest
Editor, Campus Mail, or University of the Pacific, Stockton, Ca.
show on earth.
95211. Phone number: 946-2114
Business 946-lJSS
Edltorlal946-l114
World-wide, veiwers will sit glued to their televisions,
watching the Games, as the Olympics are not just a spectator
sport, but rather a passion. Our hearts fill with national pride
as we watch our atheletes push themselves to their physical
If there is a change with our current dining
limits. Unfortunately, the Olympics are much more than just
services operation, what would you like to see?
athletic events. They are as much of a part of the international .
political arena as they are a part of the spoils arena. The high
profile that the Games assume makes it a perfect target for
radical groups looking for a stage to expound their cause
around the world.
The Munich Games of 1972, in which seven Israeli athletes
were murdered by Palestinian gunmen, made it all too clear
that even the most hallowed sporting event is not immune
from terrorist threats. Fears of a similar occurence in Seoul
have necessitated the tightest security measures in Olympic
history. 100,000 armed guards will be stationed throughout
the city. The Korean army, along with 42,000 american troops
will be placed on alert. An American aircraft carrier battle"Keep the food quality at least the
"I would not want to be forced to
"They are doing a good job now. I
group will patrol the coastline and AWACS radar planes will
buy a meal plan if/live in the dorms.
same. Maybe thefoodattheRat can
see no areas that need improveIts cheaper to eat off campus."
cover the skies.
be improved."
ment. Keep the status quo."
Cherish
Weber
Paul Knutsen
In 1980, the Olympic boycott told the world that internaJohn Kelly
Junior
Senior
Junior
tional politics takes precedence over individual athletic
Liberal Studies/Pre-Law
Liberal Studies
Political Science
achievements, crushing dreams that took a lifetime to build.
And just six months ago, the talk was not of the remarkable
accomplishments made by our athletes who competed in
Calgary, but rather of what was going to be done so we would
win more medals in the future.
It is truly disappointing when a spectacle that should celebrate the abilities of athletes worldwide is viewed as nothing
more than a televist;d battleground or an electronic score[I would like them to] "listen to
board. One can only hope that the spirit in which these Games
students more about what WE want
were created can survive the turmoil, strife, and power plays
"/ am really unaware of any
to eat."
they have been subjected to in the past.
changes being considered."
Dawn Elton

The politics of
the Olympics

Pacific talks ...

Madelyn Holtzman

Freshman
Communication

Sophomore
Physical Therapy/Sports
Medicine

T
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Global
Status
Report

Amnesty Int'l tour hits L.A.
"All Human Beings arc born free
and equal in dignity and rights."
-Unvcrsal declaration of
human rights 1948-1988
JOIN AMNESTY INT£RNA110NAL

POLITICS
!()VIET UNION - The son-in~w of the late Sov ict President
, Lcnoid Brczhncv, Yuri M. Chor' [lanov, stands trial for alleged
~volvcmcnt in a $6.5-billion
(laUd ring. The trial against him,
charging him with repeatedly
wJ<ing bril)cs for favors, appears
calculated to help Soviet leader
' !Jikhail Gorbcchcv make a full
; break from the Brezhnev era.
'

CfllLE - Patricio Aylwin, who

beads a coalition of sixteen oppoparties appealing for Chilean President Pinochet's defeat,
challanged him to a public debate
in advance of next month's voting. The plebiscite will decide
whether to extend Pinochcts ruli ing powers, already tainted
strongly with human rights
abuses, for another eight years.
1 sition
l

I

BUSINESS
NEW YORK- A United Nations
development organization is asking commercial banks to forgive
at least 30 percent of the $500
billion developing countries owe
them. The U.N. group finds such
forgiveness is the only realistic
way of giving these nations a
chance to repay their debts in the
long run. This plan is similar to
one France is proposing to the industri<tl world; President Francois Miterrand has pledged to
support such a measure for the
sub-Saharan countries owing

:WASlllNGT6N- Despite memkrchip shortages, spot priCes for
!-megabit DRAMS have fallen
20percent The Reagan Administration moved to case penalties
on Japan, which were first imposed against Japan's anti-dumbing practices. The new policy is
1imedat solving the memory chip
shortages in the U.S. by encouraging Japanese exports. Ironically, Japan has there own supply
problems and no U.S. firms appear ready to meet increasing
demand.

·International
Calendar
THURSDAY: 15
Independence Day, Nicaragua

Howard Moseley
International editor
The Amnesty International
"Human Rights Now!" tour will be
at the Los Angeles Coliseum on
Sept. 21. During the tour, an estimated 65,000 people will rock to
what has to be the most distinguished multi-act concert ever put
on the road.
The road is a long one. More than
a million people will see the show
during its 6 week swing around the
world. Performers include Sting,
Peter Gabriel, Tracy Chapman,
Youssou N'Dour, and Bruce
Springsteen.
Amnesty International plans to get

its message around the globe, that's
why they have made the added cffortofpromoting concerts in places
like New Delhi, Harare in Zimbabwe, and possibly Moscow.
Some of these cities rarely ever sec
major Western rock stars or concerts. The turn out in Budapest
reached 80,000 people who traveled from all over the Communist
Bloc for this chance.
Amnesty International is a worldwide organization dcdicakd to
promoting human rights causes.
The organization's work is often
very political, blasting government
leaders who subject populations to
martial rule and torture arc their
first priorities. Exposing cases of
discrimination to world opinion is
another priority (the apartheid system in South Africa has been a
common target). Amnesty 's main
goal is to promote freedom, wherever someone is, whoever they arc,
however they live.
The concert's 35,000-milc undertaking establishes a presence for
Amnesty on almost every continent. This event, like the "Conspiracy of Hope" concert of 1986, are
the tools Amnesty uses to gain profile and membership. Jack Healey,
executive director of Amnesty in
the United States, points to past
success in predicting this concert

·5

SPOTLIGHT

will encourage more then 100,000
new memberships, the number
generated through past concerts.
The real work of this show is to
mark the 40th anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, a statement of social and
political freedom adopted by the
United Nations. The combination
of passionate music to the already
t:motional topic of human rights,
provides afusion of high energy and
purpose. Most responsible for the
success of that fusion, arc the artists
who perform.
In London, the concert opened
with a classic song of social activism, Bob Marley's "Get Up, Stand
Up." Many of the songs performed
for the concert, fit the themes of
freedom and opportunity espoused
by Amnesty International.
Most noted in the concert was
Springsteen. His sixty-minute
set closed the 6-hour concert and
was clearly the crowd's favorite.
Back to his hard-rocking days o(
leather jacket and jeans, his songs
"Promised Land" and "War" struck
accord. His remarks between songs,
personalizing the evening and the
tour, were most appreciated.
Recalling how he felt as a teenager
(sec RIGHTS, page 12)

Editor's Note: The purpose of this
corner is to highlight student opinions concerning international issues. More importantly, the format
is meant to encourage everyone to
examine their own opinions and
feelings on thought-provoking topics. You're encouraged to ask yourself these same questions and challenge yourselfto understand others.
Washington Post- MOSCOW, Wednesday, Sept. 7
A Soviet astronaut and his Afghan co-pilot returned to Earth early today~
after a tense day spent trying to correct on board failures in earlier landing
attempts. The repeated equipment failures had raised the possibility that
the craft would have to be landed manually outside the Soviet Union but,
on the third attempt, the craft was guided to the ground by the computer.
ThisweekthespotlightisonJenniferHautalafromFortBragg, who
is a senior in COP living in Alpha Chi Omega
Question: IF OUR SPACE PROGRAM WERE ON LINE, WOULD
YOU OK A RESCUE MISSION BY THE SPACE SHUTTLE FOR
SOVIET COSMONAUTS IN DANGER?
Response: My initial reaction is yes, wouldn't you want them to come help
if it were us? But I think that considering the risks involved to other
astronauts who attempt any rescue, in the end I would have to say no.
Those two men signed on to go up there, and they took a risk. If you sign
up to go to war, no one can go out and bring you back in the l'l}iddle of the
war.
Q: WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE REAGAN'S RESPONSE WOULD
BE?
(see SPOTLIGHT, page 12)

Events mark SIS beginning
SIS banquet
The School of International Studies (the only one of its kind in California), began this year with high
expectations. The school has received a lot of attention due to increased faculty, surprisingly high
enrollment, and a new dean. All the
hype generated over the new school
led students to expect a great deal
from the banquet, yet many admitted they felt let down.
Despite a large turnout at Raymond Great Hall (about 125 people
attended), the well-organized dinner featured string music played by
the Neveau Art Quartet, fancy dining arrangements and a high-class
atmosphere. Yet, when asked, students who attended the banquet
describeditas "Good" or"OK", but
not an evening that lived up to its expectations.
Many students said they were disappointed the event was so shallow.
New freshmen, attracted to UOPby·
an International School, expected a
lot more~ One freshmen complained the banquetleft her as much
in the dark about the school as when
(see BANQUET, page 12)

OASIS BBQ
Five days after the School oflnternational Studies held their annual
all-campus banquet, the student organization OASIS (Open Assembly
of the School of International Studies) organized an all-school barbecue on the lawn outside George
Wilson Hall. Later that same week,
OASIS officially opened the
semester's business with a General
Assembly meeting.
OASIS is a student group open to
all registered students of SIS . Kay
Kannon, Speaker of OASIS, emphasizes the organization is
"Open." Her goals are to "keep
communication channels flowing,
keep an edge ahead of other
schools, and integrate students with
faculty and community."
The Aug. 30 barbecue was more
than a social event. For returning
overseas students it was an opportunity to catch up with old friends and
faculty. For all the upperclassmen,
it was a chance to meet the new
Dean (and other new faculty) casually. Most importantly, the barbecue introduced freshman to the SIS
(see BRQ, page 12)
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U.N. opens
with peace
celebrations

Noon, Covell Dining Hall; Spanish
conversation table

FRIDAY: 16
8:00 p.m., Bechtel International
Center; Int'l Welcome Back Party

SATURDAY: 17/SUNDAY: 18
(Saturday) Seoul, Korea, Olympic Games opening ceremonies.
(Sunday) 4:00pm, Anderson Y;
Peace and Justice Network- Board
Meeting

MONDAY: 19
Nonviolent Coalition Protest.
Demonstration begins at Concord
Navy yard protesting arms shipments to other nations.

TUESDAY: 20
International Day of Peace

WEDNESDAY: 21
Noon, Bechtel Center, World on
Wednesday Lecture Series - "Observations on Southern Africa Today"
Atnncsty International, L.A. Coliscum, "Human Rights Now!" Concert.

"When the World-- all of it-consents to organize for peace
then we shall have peace."
-John F. O'Ryan
The seventh annual International
Day of Peace will be observed Sept.
15 at United Nations ceremonies in
New York, Geneva, Vienna and by
countries around the world. •
Through the efforts of U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cucllartofind peace in the Iran-Iraq war,
the celebration this year will be of
added significance. The International Year of Peace was in 1986,
then the U.N. made special observance to 300 non-governmental
organizations and institutions for
their work in this effort. Many of
those organizations persist today in
the tireless work offurthering peace
worldwide.
A traditional ceremony at the
Peace Bell on the UN Headquarters
lawn is most likely on the calendars
of all UN delegates who begin the
work ofthe42nd General As scm bly
in New York on the same day. The
opening day of general debate will
(sec PEACE, page 12)

. ALL SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE - LOWER LEVEL- MC CAFFREY CENTER
OFFER EXPIRES 9/21 • NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY
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across the nation
Campus news notes
(CPS)-- The University of Oklahoma's regents have decided to change
the name :of a campus building dedicated to a former leader of Ku Klux
Klan.
The regents voted 6-1 in July to remove the name of Edwin DeBarr,
one of OU's first faculty members and a Klan grand dragon, from OU's
chemistry building.
Debra Rives, chair of the Norman chapter of Students for a Democratic
Society and a leader in the effort to change the name of the building, said
she was "thrilled" by the regents' vote.
"The message that wchopcitgivcsis theOU is trying very hard to erase
the symbols of racism that have existed on this very campus fora number
of years," she said.

(CPS) -- Last spring's sex scandal apparently has caused a 72 persentage
enrollment drop at Jimmy Swaggart's Bible college in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, this (all.
School officials say about 400 students have signed up for classes at
the school, compared to 1,451 students in fall, 1987, attorney William
Treeby said.
Trecby conceded some students and faculty members left the school
after the Assemblies of God Church defrocked Swaggart, who had
confessed to committing unspecified "sins." Debra Murphree, a prostitute, said she had posed naked for the evangelist in a Louisiana motel
room several times.
Trecbcy said Swaggart Bible College will open a new seminary, with
12 students, despite the enrollment drop.
"We've just staned to promote the Bible college through the television
program," he said. "We'll know more when classes stan" in September.

(CPS) -- Penn State football coach Joe Paterno has come under fire for
delivering a briefaddress at the Republican National Convention seconding Vice President George Bush's presidential nomination.
"It's wrong for an academic institution to actually involve itself
in partisan politics," Penn State student government president Seth
Williams said.
Pennsylvania Gov. Robert Casey, a Democrat, said it was
"probably not a good thing for the university" for Paterno to participate
in the convention.
In lobbying for funds in the legislature and among alumni, of
course, the school must appeal to people of all stripes.
"I'll be damned if I'll sit still while people who can't carry
George Bush's shoes ridicule him," Paterno countered. Though he had
second thoughts about giving the speech, "then I said that's ridiculous
because I really want to do it. I have that kind of respect for Bush."
Paterno, of course, is not the only educator to stump for a
politician.
Bush's education advisors include teachers and administrators
like president James Check of Howard University and president Benjamin
Payton of Tuskeegec University.
"My feeling is that those of us in education who arc concerned
about schools and the future of education have to become involved," said
Dr. Ed Argenbright, a Bush advisor and Montana state superintendent of
public instruction. "I have no problem being in volvcd in partisan politics.
If there is criticism, well, that's part of our education process."

Fire burns black frat's hopes
(CPS)-- A building that was to have
housed the first black fraternity on
the University of Mississippi's
"fraternity row" burned down August4th, an eerie parallel to the way
the 1987-88 's nationwide epidemic
of campus racial tensions began.
In August, 1987, police at
Mississippi State University refused to arrest three white students
who threw a black classmate into a
pool, where he drowned. The incident was the first of a series of
beatings, sit-ins, fights and confrontations on campuses from Massachusetts to California through the
1987-88 school year.
At Ole Miss, all-black Phi
Bet Sigma's move onto the previously all-white fraternity row was
intended as a symbol of racial progress.
"This is a setback to our
plans to move a black fraternity to
fraternity row," spokesman Dr.
Edwin Meek said.
The fire, which investigators strongly suspect was started by
an arsonist, "surprised me and my
fraternity brothers," member Lloyd
Dixon said. "It makes me feel bad
that someone would do this."
The 50-year-old building,
which Phi Beta Sigma was renovating before the fire, wtts vacant, and
no one was hurt during the blaze.
Worried about the fire's
symbolism, however, other students,alumni and Ole Miss officials
stampeded to help the fraternity. On
August 9, Chancellor Gerald
Turner offered to renovate another
frat row house for the chapter.
"This is a good opportunity to take advantage of an ugly
situation," said Associate Dean
Sparky Reardon, the Iuterfraternity
Council (IFC) advisor.
"I've gotten dozens of
calls from people asking ' who do I
write a check to?'" added IFC President Stuart Brunson. ''This event
actually seems to have brought

pivotal roles in racial conflicts at ·
Farleigh Dickinson University and 1
the universities of Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania and Colorado in re- 1
cent years.
And while greeks at the 1
universities of Georgia, Illinois, !
Indiana, Maryland and · Texas,
--among others, sponsored integrated
social events and National Inter- 1
fraternity CouncilExecutive Director Jonathan Brant runs racial sensi- ·
tivity seminars at leadership
schools, fraternities remain flashpoints.
Two white students, for
example, were expelled from the
University of Alabama for burning
a cross on a black sorority's lawn 1 ·
shortly before the sorority moved to '
the campus's white sorority row in
1986.
.
"But after that, they
moved without a hitch, and there's
been no problem since," Alabama
spokeswoman Dale Allison said.
Few foresaw any problems at Mississippi, either. "There
was no on who showed any negative
feelings about (moving to the
row)," said Dixon.
"There were no tensions.
That's why the ftre is so shocking,"
Brunson said.
I
"People," added Reardon,
"thought it was timely. Given t!te
nature of fraternities, we expected
hijinks and one or two rough spots, I
but nothing like this."
I
"Racism still exists on this
campus," Burton noted, though she ·
believed most students supported
the phi Beta Sigma move. Yet if
most residents supported the move
before the fire, it has become a
crusade to many now.
An alumnus, who wished
. anonymous, guaranteed a I
to remam
$100.000 loan to rebuild the house.
Mabus vowed the state"will work
with the people who were banned, .
the people who own the house, to ·
(see FIRE, page 12)

I

..,.

I·

I

vestigators probe what was to be the first black student Frat
house on the University of Mississippi's Fraternity row.
people closer together."
Ole Miss, of course, is no
stranger to racial tensions.
Riots broke out on the
campus in 1962 when James
Meredith became the first black
student to register at the school. In
1983, when the school banned use
of the Confederate flag -- a symbol
of slavery and death to black people
-- white students marched to a
minority student center, shouted
obscenities and burned a small
cross.
Since then, calls to ban the
song "Dixie" and "Colonel Rebel,"
the school's mascot, have gone
unheeded.
The university, said Meek,
made a "concerted effort" to move
a black frat to fraternity row because "traditionally, fraternity row
has been the seat of fraternity
power, at least symbolically."
Dixon said his fraternity
was enthusiastic about the idea
because it would put the black
greeks into "the mainstream of the
campus."
With black students in the
mainstream, the university hoped to

Booze myths don't
curb student drinking

(CPS)-- It doesn't pay to nag students about how bad drinking can
be for them.
Renelle Massey of the
University of South Florida found
~tchallenging students' assumpnons that alcohol makes them
funny, brave, more sociable, sexier
or better in some other way is the
most effective way of getting students to cut down their drinking.
(CPS) -- In a decision that could affect student athletes nationwide and '
"We're looking at this as
disrupt campus drug testing, a Californiajudgc has ruled that the National
an approach to prevention" of alcoCollegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) cannot force Stanford Univerhoi abuse, Massey said.
sity to test its athletes for drug abuse.
Some studies indicate that
.
At least one college has decided to stop drug testing its athletes
as many as 82 percent of the
m the wake of the decision, which called the NCAA drug program
nation's collegians drink regularly,
unconstitutional.
~nd excessive drinking has turned
Santa Clara County SuperiorCourtJudgeConradRushing issued
mto a problem at many schools.
a permanent injunction Aug. 10 allowing all Stanford athletes to compete
Intoxicated students were
without participating in the NCAA's drug-testing program.
blamedforturninga 1986Colorado
Rushing said the NCAA's program "invades student athletes'
~tate U~iversity block party into a
privacy" and "interferes with the athletes' right to treat themselves with
not, whil~ hundreds have. been arappropriate over-the-counter medications as other students do."
r~st~ durmg drunken spnng break
A day after the ruling, Don Combs, athletic director at Eastern
~o~ m Palm B~ch, FL, and Palm
Kentucky University, suspended EKU's drug testing program because
;)pnngs, CA_. m recent years.
"the legal climate docs not appear to be favorable at this time."
Drunk~n p~rues at I~wa ~tate and
: Stanford attorney Debra Zumwalt predicted that, because the
the Umverstty of Cahforma - Santa
case 1S a legal precedent for the issue of drug testing among the NCAA's
Barba~a.la~t spring also ~ed to ar250,000 student athletes, more campuses also may drop their programs.
rests, InJuncs a~d vand.ah~m.
. But NCAA President Wilford Bailey swore the NCAA will keep
.
Excess1ve drinkmg has
prcssmg colleges to perform drug tests even if they involve "an clement
killed several students in recent
of invasion of privacy."
years: a Rutgers University fraterThose who don't test their athletes may find themselves shut out
of NCAA events, he warned.
"The right to engage in NCAA compction is not a right guaran~ ~Y the \'.S. Constitution," said Bailey. "It's a privilege. And if an
mdlVldual wtshes to compete in NCAA championship events, the individual must be prepared to comply with the rules established by the
membership."
. Federal courts in Louisiana and Washington, Bailey added, have
rule~ m fav~r~fth~ NCAA's drug program. In Louisiana, a federal court
dented th~ ~nJunct•on s~ught by a Louisiana State football player who
tested pos1t1ve for stero1ds and was barred from conipeting in the 1987
Sugar Bowl.
..
~nd in Seattle, a fcderul judge ruled the NCAA's program
would likely _succeed on its merits" in a University of Washington
runner's lawsu1t.
Another drug testing suit, brought by University of Colorado
runner Dave Dcrdeyn, has not come to trial yet.
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show it had come a long way since
1962. "They're trying to change the
image of the South," said Cheryl
Burton,aBlackStudentUnionofficer and a Phi Beta Sigma "sweetheart."
"The public relations
would have helped the university a
lot."
In fact, the fraternity's
move was so important to Mississippians that even Gov. Ray Mabus
has gotten into the act. "We are not
going to let stuff like this slow us
down," Mabus said of the flre.
"We thought that kind of
thing was dead and gone," Meek
said. "Everything was proceeding
without a hitch ... and this happens."
Many of the racial tensions that plagued campuses in recent years have centered around
fraternities and sororities. A University of Illinois contingent of
Acacia members, for example, in
April invaded a black studies class
at the University of WisconsinMadison, threatened a black student and set off a stink bomb in the
classroom.
Greeks also have played

By Leigh Rubin I ,

Rubes®

nity pledge died in February after a
"drink ' til you're sick" gazing scssion, for example. In 1985, a University of Colorado sorority pledge
was killed after falling from a
bridge during a drunken party.
Hoping to curb such incidents and comply with lower drinking age laws, most campuses have
developed "alcohol awareness programs" that generally focus on the
ill effects of drinking. The USF
study is among the first to examine
student drinking from an expcctations point of view.
USF had students record
their normal alcohol cons umption
for three weeks, and then assigned
25 to a program to lower their expectations of what alcohol could do
for them.
Twenty-five others joined
a more traditional program about
the dangers of excessive drinking,
and27receivednocounselingatall.
In one activity, students in
the first group were given either an
alcoholic beverage or a placebo but
not told which. Afterward, ' the
group played Charades.
Students were then asked
to guess who was given alcohol
(see BOOZE, page 12)
'

I

J

I
I

I

)

I

There were no dragons left to slay. They
were n'?w a~ endangered species. There were
no !a.Ir ma1d~ns to rescue. They were now
fe~mls~s. Chivalry was dead. His suit was a
little tlgh~. Arthu.r had come face to face
With a m1ddle ages crisis.

Spike's schooner is .in with new Fall
Sportswear including "Polo by Ralph Lauren"

====
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liy aMacintosh today-you may win aSony Discman.
Now that a new school
year is under way,we have
an idea that'll make both
you and your parents feel a
bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh®
computer to help with your
homework
Then you'll never have
to spend another all-nighter
retyping a paper just to

purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You'll
be able to crank out assignments that look as though
you bribed afriend in art
school. And with an amazing new program called
HyperCard®
-which just
happens to come packaged
with every Macintosh-you
can easily store, organize,
and cross-reference research

notes to your heart's content.
And if that isn't enough
reason to look at aMacintosh
today, here's another:
Right now, you have ·
three chances to win one
of Sony's DiscmanTM
CD
players-including the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
which also plays the new
3-inch CDs. And even if you
miss out on the CD player,

you may still win one of 15
Apple T-shirts. No strings
attached- just fill out a
registration form at the
location listed below.
So come in and get
your hands on aMacintosh.
If not for yourself, do it
for your folks.
~

·~

The power to be your besC

.
, "Th< M riO be your be~' '" 1rademark, of AppleComrwr, Ill< !>ony Do>eman osa~radenurk of
Appk, lhe Apple lOR<>, H)ll<rC>rd, arld Maconlosh are rcgo~er<d lrademafrks, ., d Se r:r compus Apple reseller for compltte comeS! delails. Pnzes may " 'Y from produel shown
Sony Colporalton No purchase n<eessary Odd. depend on number o emraniS <Y

Enter: September 15th-October 6th
- Univers ity Book Store
Universit} Center • Stockton , CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327
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Matt swinden

UOP scores another film role
Don Sherman
Staff Writer
The CBS/ AShayne Production
crew is on campus for the filming of
"Glory Days", starring veteran actor Robert Conrad .It has half of the
campus humming and the other half
looking in mirrors. A substantial
part of this television movie is being
shot right here at UOP. Not only is
a television film crew all over
campus , they're using hundreds of
extras
to "play" college
students.Maybe you're saying,
"Hey, that's great, but I can't act."
Whoa! Don't worry! Be happy! All
you have to do is mill about, and
cheer at a football game. Milling
and cheering, cheering and milling... who needs lessons!?
In the film, Robert Conrad will
take his "I dare you to knock it off'
acting style and become "Mike
Moran The Tire Man". Brannon
Tire Company, located at Aurora
and Market streets in downtown
Stockton._ will become Mike's tire
factory. You see, Mike is a fiftythree year old man with a dream. It
seems simple enough. He wants to
play football. College football.
Good old Mike Moran is not a
man to be kept down. He goes to the

8

;,

college of his choice,the Univer,ity
of the Pacific, in his own town of
Stockton. Here he joins the football
team with the intention of playing
quarterback. A big job for anybody,
but Moran has panache. He's got
guts. He's got the UOP Tigers behind him. What a guy!
It's an interesting story, but what
makes it even more interesting is
that it's basically true. Although it
didn't actually take place in Stockton and, according to Dave Smith,
director of the Greater Stockton
Chamber of Commerce, in "real
life" Moran was a linebacker during
his college game time, not a quarterback. Not wanting to give the
whole story away, suffice it to say
that UOP wins one, and it's with
Moran at the helm.
Did you know that this movie is
but one in a long series of films
where at least a portion was shot at
UOP? "All the Kings Men" was
filmed here in 1949, and "High
Till!.es" was made here in 1960. The
latter was a film starring Bing
Crosby, Tuesday Weld, and Fabian.
"High Times" transformed UOP
into Pinecrest University in the state
of Tennessee. Bing Crosby played a
self-made millionaire/ restaurateur
who becomes a college freshman.

Bing sings his way through four
years of college, eventually marrying his French literature teacher
played by Nicole Maury. Ms. Mau:
rcy was tutored on the set by a UOP
French teacher.
Another film made here was "The
World's Greatest Athlete". You
may have seen it on TV. It was a
Disney flick starring Jan Michael
Vincent in the title role. This film
was originally shown in the theatres
during the 1970's, and was typical
of the Disney movies of its day. It
was rated "G" and designed for a
young audience.
A film called "Drcamscapc" with
Dennis Quaid, the star of"The Big
Easy" and "Enemy Mine" was shot
on campus in March of 1983, and
featured actor Eddie Albert as the
President of the United States. It
was a thriller about a CIA chief
trying to kill thcPresidcntby having
him assasinated in his own nightmare. Both Albert and Quaid spent
a great deal of time on campus
filming.
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" shot
their opening sequence in the conservatory, with Harrison Ford portraying the now famous persona of
Dr. Indiana Jones, archaeologist
extraordinare. Unfortunately, UOP

wa~ also portraying a role in "Raid-

crs"--that of Harvard University.
Another film that UOP students
might recognize is " The Sure
Thing", a movie by director Rob
Reiner. Some reviewers described
it ~s a "coming of age" comedy.
"The Sure Thing" starred John
Cusack, who was also in "Sixteen
Candles" and "The Journey of Nattic Gann". The pilot for the TV
show "BJ and the Bear" was made,
in part, right here on campus."BJ
and the Bear" was a short-lived TV
series about a Vietnam vet/truck
driver who drove around the country with a chimpanzee.
UOP was chosen as the setting
for these films because of its ivy
league image. Its proximity to
Hollywood is more convenient than
that of the Eastern colleges. Of
course, not all films have seen release, such as R.P.M., directed by
Stanley Kubrick. The film starred
Ann Margaret and Anthony Quinn.
Stockton itself has been chosen as
the site of 53 motion pictures, including "Cool Hand Luke," (1967)
starring Paul Newman.
"Glory Days" is guaranteed to
make campus life a more unique
ex pcrience. Filming began Septem(see MOVIE, page 12)

Back and blue: summer ends
Rika Gamboa
Feature editor
We all knew it was bound to
happen... all the signs were there.
~ch of us knew that it had to come
to an end, but we looked the other
way. Yet suddenly, the inevitable
was upon us and time seemed to
have passed all to quickly. An old
adage holds that every ending is
· simply a beginning and this is painfully obvious as we close week four
of the 1988 Fall semester at UOP.
Summer has come to an end and a
new semester is under way.
Vacation may be over, but the
.memories are too fre.'>h to buckle
down and peruse a textbook on
Communication Law or Statistics.
Summer cannot be over ...why, just
lookaround. Youcanstillfrndsigns
of restlessness everywhere. You
can feel the excitement in the air,
hear it as it reverberates in the halls
of Grace Covell, and see it as the
fraternities kick off the new semester with a nightly bash. Does this

sound like the dull and staid time we
were all dreading as August 1st
turned into August 23rd?
Probably not. In fact, some of us
were looking forward to seeing
friends, moving into a new place,
and partying until dawn from
Thursday to Sunday. But of course,
we must accept the good with the
bad, in a manner of speaking. We
all harbored thoughts of gloom and
doom as we envisioned eight
o'clock classes, two hour course
meetings, three hour night classes,
etc. Work, work, work.. .it seemed
to loom before us all summer long.
And now here we are, an entire
month into school.
Before we even realized it, we
were in the fourth week of the
semester, so each of us is re-learning the fme art of juggling college
and a social life. It's a bitlike riding
a bicycle. You get tired and stop
writing, but then since you have to
(and ought to) you get back on and
start peddaJing. We always seem a
little rusty at frrst, but in time we fall

together again. Summer may have
slipped away, but during the coming wtoch, a phrase, a song, the way
the sky looks just before the sun
sets, or some chance moment will
remind us of the vacation. If we can
keep that combination of work and
play, the rest of the Fall semester
has even more memories in store.
Maybe as the image of our summer
fling fades, we'll begin another relationship with UOP. One hesitates
to assume anything at such an early
date, but perhaps many of us will
have a good time and learn something new in courses. Time will tell.
. . Welcome back into the swing of
things.

into our same old patterns.
Actually, summer "vacation"
didn't seem like a rest to a lot of us.
Didn't many of you find yourselves
working at summer jobs or classes?
Didn't we do the same thing all
summer that we are doing now-juggle work and a social life? If
memory serves, didn't you enjoy it
moreduringthesummer? It's away
of thinking. "It's summer vacation
and I'm supposed to be having fun-so I will." Ironically, we spend
from late August to mid May trying
to avoid this type of positive thinking.

Ever Wondered Why ••• ?•
. . N te. This column is devoted to answering any questions that you
Edztor
·
k me ...p Iease
·
· d....goonjustas
. h hs 0 anythingatallthatisonyourmzn
mzg 1 a~e, Matt "Ever wondered why... ?" c/o the Pacifican.
address 1t to
•
Dear Matt,
d
For the past week now, it has been becoming harder andd har~ehr to ~thtu ~
· ht I live in South/West and the dorm is really lou at mg t w1 a
at mg ·
· hbo d
· t
the arties going on most of the night. Then when my ~e1g
rs ?qme
p ·tis often too late to study since I have to get up m the mommg for
. my fius t year o f
down, 1
What can I do since I don't want to •~ru'l m
my c I asse S.
college?
Signed,
Lisa
DcarLisa,
.
Not many people, even those with the strongest willpower, can pass up
arty. It's okay to attend a party every now and then toreheve the
agood p
.
Id ,
d
tension that one gets while gomg to school. However, on t recommen
that you party the night before a test.
.
.
What you can do is to try }O change your locatwn for studymg. Across
the street from South/West is a new three-story building called aLIBRARY. In the library there are many books and tables. During the day,
the library is a great place to study, but at night it tends to get rather
crowded and many people end up socializing instead of studying. Also,
never study next to one of the copier machines, it tends to get rather loud
and bothersome. Another place to study might be an empty classroom.If
you study in one at night, it is a good idea to have a friend along for safety
reasons.
You also said that you primarily study at night. Now, I know that it is
rather difficult to study during the day when it is beautiful outside and you
want to be pool side working on that tan, but try to study for a few hours
during the day in the library when it is nice and quiet. Don't sit next to a
window (it might tempt you to go the pool). Never take your books with
you to the pool. You'll never get them open. Good luck. By the way, you
have been to the bookstore to buy your books, correct? The line is fmally
down.
Dear Matt,
Being a freshman and concerned with my figure, how do I not gain weight

1pc.ad will I

September 16 •
Const:snce \ t:tdlt'r t ,
Joaquinn John !!un , m
Faye Spano
on ' t
September 20

here at UOP?

Signed,
Not Chub!>Y Yet

Dear Not Chubby,
There is a phenomenon called the "Freshman 20." This refers to the
weight some freshman put on while in their frrst year of college. Despite
the attention often given to women and the dreaded "Freshman 20," these
unwanted extra pounds can be a problem for men too. This weight gain
happens because students don't exercise as much as they should. More
importantly, their calorie intake simply skyrockets because of the food
they eat in the dinning halls. Dialing for Domino's Pizza as a midnight
snack adds up as well. Alcohol also has a lot ofcalories. Drinking light beer
(but drinking twice as much) just doesn't keep the weight off. Since this
is the first time many freshman have been away from home, they tend to ·
party quite often, consuming quite a bit alcohol to go along with that pizza.
To avoid the trap that many freshman fall intot~ot Cjmbby, what you
have to do is watch what you eat and drink. Also, exercise every day and
you willkeepthatperfectbodythatyouhave. Don't~~outthatbathing
suit or those swim trunks just yet

'Laurel Brett •1, Jli.
Faye Spano Con

, September 27
J. Randal Ita"" k in ,
Faye Sp.1no
September 30

Warren van Brunk
Faye Spunr
0

tmy
and children nrc nd 111

()
Beginning M o net \y,

J Forms-

•Cu~tom Silk Screening
T-Shtrts, Tank Tops, Sweats, Caps, Visors, etc.
(and as always, next quantity pricing!)

\ Spt de

amcson .Thc c ulpt
14· The r cp tion
and the public i inv
admission charge).
The UOP Galle rv i
and·IS open wcckd
' ,
from 3

?2.

p.m. to 9 J>,

•Specialty Imprinted Items
Cups, Mugs, Pens, Gifts, Jewelry, etc.

Go

• Now offering Greek Sportswear
Sew-on Sweats, Shorts, Jerseys, ~ugbys, etc...
& Embroidery

We Feature:
•FAST TURN ARO~ND TIME-NC;> MORE WAITINGt
•Local Sales Off1ce-Personal1zed Service
·
•Competitive Prices
•No Minimums

·

•U.O.P. Special
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PARTY ACCESSORIES

(excluding imprinted sportswear)
THURS
SAT

10 am to 5:30 pm
11 am to 8pm
lOam to Spm

rI

ca11946·2415.

Despite our worries, here we are,

1222 Monaco Ct. Suite 8 • Stockton, Ca 95207

lUES • WED • FRI

I,

1. anti Sun.,
0 cl .•

Call Kris Bauer (209) 951·555S

ntertainment

..

Check out these entertaining ideas in Stockton

CONCERTS

\

icago with special guest Henry Lee Summer will beat the Cal Expo
~rnphithcatrconTucs.,Scpt. 20. Thcshowbcginsat 7:30p.m. and tickets
$18.50.
Marley and the MeJody Makers will bcappcmingatthcBcrkclcy
unity Theatre on Wed., Sept. 21, at 8 p.m. Tickets arc $18.50

Clapton with special guest Buckwheat Zydcco will be at the Arco
,A.rcna on Thurs., Sept. 22. Tickets arc $18.50 reserved and the show
begins at 8 p.m ..

Beac~ Boys will be performing at theCal Exr.oAmphithcatreon Fri.,
23."Thc show begins at 8 p.m. and ticket~ arc $18.50 reserved and
(,

ll"'nnn~·rine Dream with special guest Andy)Summcrs will be at the

clcy Community Theatre on Sat., Sept. 124. Tickets arc $18.50
reserved and the show begins at 8 p.m.
George Michael will be appearing at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on
Tues., Sept. 27 and W cd., Sept. 28. Both shows begin at8 p.m. and tickets
arc $22.50 reserved or $18.50 lawn.
,The Grateful Dead will be at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on Fri., Sept.
30; Sat., Oct. 1; and Sun., Oct. 2. Tickets arc $16.50 lawn and $18.50
reserved.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSJC
Friday, September 16
Constance Weichert, soprano and
Joaquina Johnson, mezzo soprano
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Tuesday, September 20
Laurel BreUel, piano
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

8:15p.m.

Friday, September 23
Mark Ross Clark & the Clurk Chorale
Madrigals by Monteverdi
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

Tuesday, September 27
J. Randal Hawkins, piano
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

Friday, September 30
Warren van Brunkhorst, violin
. Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

SS16h to

Mike Randolph
Staff Writer

For those willing to spend
liLLie bit more money, check out
the Hatchcovcr (Steak & Seafood)
at 6629 Em barcaclcro, and Lc Bistro
(French) at 3121 W. Benjamin Holt.
Now that dinner is taken
care of, what about the after dinner
nightlife? There's no shortage of it
in Stockton
Looking to dance? Check
out Stuart Anderson's Black Angus
at 2605 W. March Ln. or the Chilli
Pepper at 235 N. Center St.
Also popular is Al'sBar &
Grill at the Stockton Hilton. It
features dancing and live cntcrtainmcntnightlyuntill:30A.M. Al'sis
located at 2323 Grand Canal Bl.
Other hot spots include
The Villa at 65675 Pacific Ave.
whic;:h occasionally offers live
music. When a band isn't booked,
there is dancing to the sounds of top
40 tunes. Shannon's at4722 Quail
Lakes Dr. has live music every
night in the bar. And on most
weekends, bands play at
Donaovan's Bar and Hof Brau at
105 E. Market.
One of the more unique
nightspots in Stockton is the Blackwater Cafe at 912 N. Yosemite.
Essentially a coffee house, the
Blackwater offers live music almost every night. Looking for a
change of pace and good cup of
espresso or cappuccino?'
The
11

Here it is, almost Friday,
and your room maLe raises that eternal question: "Dude, what arc we
gonna do this weekend?"
Before you automatically
respond, "Let's get a couple cases
of brew and trash Grace!" stop and
think twice.
What about exploring the
entertainment possibilities in and
around Stockton? Don't laugh!
Believe it or not, Stockton is ripe
with fun places to have a good time.
What follows is a brief listing of
some of them, beginning with restaurants.
Just down Pacific, at 5756
Pacific Ave., to be exact, is Chili's.
Offering burgers, tacos, a happy
hour from four to six p.m. daily, and
plenty more, Chili 's is one of
Stockton's more popular hot spots.
Also popular with UOP
students is the El Tori to Restaurant
and Cantina at 2593 W. March Ln.
El Tori to also has a happy hour and
specializes in Mexican food at reasonable prices.
Other popular eateries
include Arroyo's Cafe (Mexican) at
324 S. Center, On Lock Sam (Oriental) at 333 S. Sutter St., and Carlos Murphy's (Mexican & American) at2381 W. March Ln.

Brat pack goes West

co~ervatory events is by a $2 scholarship donation;

UOPGALLERY
Beginning Monday, Sept. 19, the UOP Gallery will present
. Forms-New Species," ceramic sculptures by Sebastopol artist
Jamcson.Thcse sculptures will be on display at the Gallery until
14. The reception will be Friday, Sept. 23, from 7-9 p.m. in the
and the public is invited. Wine and hors d'ocuvrcs will be served
admission charge).
The UOP Gallery is located on the second floor of the McCaffrey
and is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday and
from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. For information call
172.

UCTHEATRE
This weekend, "Frantic," starring Harrison Ford, will be showing at the UC Theatre. Show times arc: Friday and Saturday, 7 p.m. and
9:30p.m.; Sunday, 2 p.m., 7 p.m., and 9:3:0 p.m. Also showing tonight is
"Witness." Showtimcs arc ·7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

. GOURMET BEER TASTING
Tonight from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., the KUOP Community Advisory
is sponsoring a California Gourmet Beer Tasting to benefit KUOP.
uuuuv••., arc $15 per person and tickets arc available at KUOP in Hand
The fundraiscr will take place at the Pacific Athletic Club, which is
located on top of the Tiger Stadium.

, . . r-

Estevez, Sutherland, Sheen, Phillips
Cathy Bowser

Blackwater is open every night unti I
midnight.
Looking for something a
little more cultural?
Stockton
probably has it.
From October through
June the San Joaquin Concert Ballet
performs throughout the county.
For more information call 4774141.
The Stockton Symphony,
founded back in 1926, performs
from October through May. Call
462-1533 for information.
And then there's the
Stockton Chorale who appear in the
area from December to May. 9576235 will get you more details.
All these cultural attractions and more can be found at
Stockon Civic Theatre which is
open from August through June.•
Call 473-2424 to find out what's
on stage at htc Theratrc.
Another culLUral attraction is the Haggin Museum at 1201
N. Pershing Ave. (at Victory Park). •
The museum features a1t and historical exhibits. lt'sopenfrom 1:30
to 5:00P.M. daily except Mondays.
lf museums and symphonies aren't your thing, how about
bowling? Stockton has a wealth of
bowling alleys. There's ElDorado
Bowl at 725 N. El Dorado, West.
LancBowlat3900N. West Ln., and
the ever popular Pacific Bowl at

5939 Pacific Ave.
However, if icc skating is
more your style you 'II feel ri6ht at
home at Oak Park Icc Arena at 3545
N. Alvarado. It's open from 3:305:30P.M. and 7:30 -9:30P.M. daily
except for Mondays and Tuesday
nights. Group and private instruction ar available.
Another fun place is
Golfland at7850 N. West Ln. There
you will find miniature golf, watcrslidcs, and a full stocked video
arcade.
For something different
try the Micke Grove Zoo at 11793
N.MickeGroveRd. (Take99north
and get off at Eight Mile Rd. to
Micke Grove Rd.) The zoo is open
from 10:00A.M.to5:00P.M.daily.
If none of the above
sounds interesting then how about a
paddlcwhccl cruise on the San
Joaquin River aboard the Island
Queen? The Queen offers several
different dinner cruises and is also
available for parties. For info and
reservations call 941-4835.
And that's Stockton entertainment in a nutshell. So the next
time you're looking for something
to do, go explore the city. There
really is entertainment in ~tockton.

deaths.

Staff Writer
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Meet the new editor
Hi. Let me introduce myself. My name is Rhonda Filer
and I'm the new Entertainment Editor. I'm a junior majoring in
Entertainment Management and this is my second year at the
Pacifican. Last year, I was a staff writer for the Entertainment
page and I also worked on production. This year, I hope to keep
you updated on campus events and entertainment in the area. I
will try to cover a wide variety of stories and appeal to all tastes.
In addition to these stories, "On The Town" will feature concerts
in the area, Conservatory of Music recitals, UOP Gallery art
shows, UOPDepartment of Drama and Dance performances and
other entertirl.nment events. "On The Town" -will be a weekly
column, so you will always be up to date. If you have any
suggestions, ideas, or criticisms, please let me know. Also, the
Pacifican always n~eds writers, but I need people to specifically
write movie, art, drama/dance, music, book and restaurant
reviews, as well as feature stories and interviews. If you are
interested in writing every week, every 2 weeks, or even once a
month, please let me know. You can call me at 946-2155 or stop
by the Pacifican office, located on the third floor of Hand Hall.

students and children are admitted free of charge. For additional information, call 946-2415.
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Dressed up and. nowhere to go?~

On the town
.
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Overall, this movie is
Twentieth Century Fox pleasantly bearable. The plot is full
presents a new movie based on the of life-threatening situations which
Old West, Young Guns. Directed by keep members of the audience gripChristopher Cain, Young Guns is ping their scats. Unfortunately, the
thestoryofsix young territory regu- chair-clutching excitement is interlators who arc out for revenge rupted by a few senseless scenes.
against the men who, in cold blood, The romance in this movie could be
developed more; there is a story
killed their boss and friend.
Kiefer Sutherland plays there that doesn't have a chance to
the role of Doc, a sensitive, poetic blossom.
Clip this PHOTO CASH bonus certificate and
Despite all this, the acting is
gunman. Trigger-happy Billy the
save
big on high-quality, 1·HOUR, on-site color
Kid is portrayed by Emilio Estevez. incredibly good. All the actors
photo processing & printing.
Chavez, the Navaho Indian with l:ring out their characters vividly
All film alzes lncluded-110. 1~. 135 & dlacl
exceptionally accurate knife- and in a very professional manner
throwing skills, is played by Loa However, the movie has too much
·. GRAND OPENjNQ SPECIALIJ
Diamond Phillips. The quiet, yet killing involved and not enough
brave character of Richard is estab- scenes in which the audience has an
lished by actor Charlie Sheen. New opportunity to get to know the charcomers Dermot Mulroney and acters and feel for them in their
Casey Siemaszko play the danger- cruel environment. Obviously, vioously winy roles of S tevc and Char- lence appears to be necessary for a
good Western, but too much violie respectively.
These six speedy gunmen lence ruins the movie's effect.
If you can bypass thcoc.:asearch the high and low country for
sional
dullness
of this film and still
their enemy, Murphy --played by •
truly
appreciate
its fine actors and
Jack Pall\flCC, and his desperados.
"fighting
tooth
and
nail" plot, you 'II
Along the way, some of the handenjoy
the
tremendously
exciting
some heroes find romance, while
h rs find brutal hcart-wrcnchin
climax in the end of Young_~G~u~n:!::s·-...--------------------------,

. .".. . . . . . . . m CAs11

FRE8~$3.q_q

Message Expless

.\

''The Affordable Answering System"

24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK
• No waiting - No hold
• Unlimited Calls
• No installation fee • Toll Free
• Unlisted private number

-

Sacramento (916) 4C1-8011
Stockton (209) U.1-6011
Modesto (209) 573-6010

._

ASUOP TRAVEL
Specials:

• San Francisco to San Diego
only $58.00 round-trip
• Stockton to Los Angeles
only $128.00 round-trip
And many more!
(some restrictions apply)

....•
....
•

..

•
..•
••
•
••

..
.......
....
PI

Where can we send you?

946-2744

.....

START SCHOOL OFF
ON THE RIGHT
FOOT!

For More Information Please Call 943-1111

...._• •,ri;;-the intelligent way to go!
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Tigers will be touglfer in '88
--~----------~
Mike Schneider
Assistant Spons Editor

TIGER TRACKS
Saturday September 17
6:30p.m.
Football hosts Idaho
Cross Country at Fresno State Invitational !O:OOa.m.
2:00p.m.
Field Hockey at Chico

Tuesday September 20
Volleyball hosts Fresno State
(students' night)
Field Hockey at Stanford

7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.

Friday Septentber 23
Football at Cal State Fullerton
Cross Country at Westmont Invitational
Field Hockey at California

l:OOp.m.
!O:OOa.m.

11:00 a.m.

Claw Marks: On Tuesday September 20, Reebok is
sponsoring "Students' Night" at the Pacific vs. Fresno State
volleyball match. By just showing up, you automatically put
yourself in contention for raffle prizes.
The UOP men's basketball team is in need of a volunteer
program assistant. The assistant
would attend practice
sessions and would sit on the bench for all home games. It's
a great
opportunity for those interested in coaching or
teaching. For more infommtion, contact Dave Shoemaker at
946-2720.

The Pacific Tiger football squad
has a chance to be a big
factor kl the Big West Conference
(formerly PCAA) this season. The
Tigers are more experienced than
last year's team which finished up
in sixth placewitha4-7 record. The
question will be whether or not they
can come together as a unit
To be more successful in 1988, the
Tigers need to open up their attack
and throw the ball more, and Coach
Bob Cope has made plans to do just
that. Pacific has good depth at re:
ceiver with Doug Tackett, Troy
Cole, and junior college transfer
Tom Zenner. If quarterback Jason
Frost can make the big throw, UOP
could really make some offensive
noise.
Defense, however, should be the
Tigers' forte in '88, with 7 starters
returning to a stop unit that rated as
one of the league's best in '87.
Richard Harris is the leader of a
solid defensive line and the linebacking crew has good depth. The Jay Frost has returned this fall to quarterback the Tigers
secondary will give opposing offenses some fits with returning
number of teams could win it and I
safety Greg Koperek and comer- games to have a winning season;
visualize us being one of them."
many sporting magazines have
back Ruben Harper, both second·
As far as the other teams in the Big
predicted the Tigers to finish fifth in
team all-league picks last season.
West race go, Utah State looms as
the Big West. If the passing attack
Harperis considered to be one ofthe
the early favorite. The Aggies reignites,
this
UOP
squad
could
go
a
top defensive backs on the West
turn quarterback BrentSnyder, who
lot higher than that-- maybe to the
Coast.
threw for nearly 3,000 yards last
top.
It appears that if the Tigers can
fall, as well his favorite target, allCope
feels
"the
conference
race
get the offense to come together, the
league receiver Kendal Smith.
will
be
a
crap
shoot
this
fall,
any
defense will keep th~m in enough

Players to
watcl1 in the
Big West

FRESNO STATE

SAN JOSE STATE

Brian Jones,P. His42.4yard punting average last season
led him tosccon team All-Big West.
His longest punt of 76 yards is a
school record.

Dave Telford, QB. Last
year he threw for 2,589, and broke
a Big West record with his 536-yard
effort against UOP.

Jay Taylor, CB. His 49 ;
tackles and two interceptions returned for touchdowns earned him
All-America honors.

Kelly Skipper, RB. The
Big West's top returning rusher. He
was fourth in the league in rushing
yardage last season.

Scott Swan, OT. Returns
after last year's first ~am All-Big
West performance.

Ruben Harper, CB: He
was the leagues co- interception
leader last year.

Pam Lance was recently named Big West Player of the
Week. At the end of the first week of competiton, Lance
is leading the Tigers with 56 kills, 34 digs, and a .278 hitting
percentage. She was also named CEC MVP for the Cal match.

Fall Sports 1988

PACIFIC

Spikers fall
to Nebraska,
Texas, BYU

I

1

Attention U. 0 .P. StUdents
The· Only Burger welcomes you back

!,

Tom Gregory
Sports Editor

Derrick Kau
Spons Writer

Welcome to the 1988-89 year in Pacific athletics. As many
of you know, September is an exciting time for collegiate
sports. As leaves yellow and begin to fall from the trees,
athletes train hard to ensure successful seasons in football,
volleyball, water polo, cross country, field hockey, and golf.
After starting the season with three non-conference games,
the · football team is anxious to start conference play. The
Tigers are picked to finish up in fifth place, butthe players have
something else in mind-- a conference championship!
If football is not your fancy, how about volleyball? After
winning national championships in 1985 and 1986, the UOP
spikers bowed out in the NCAA regionals last year. Will the
Tigers regain their superior fonn, even though four starters
graduated?
What does the season have in s'tore for water polo, cross
cou.nt~, field h~key, and golf! The speculation catches my
cunostty, but,lll watch patiently as the athletes create the
storyline by which I'll write.
Over the summer, a few changes were made in the athletic
~epartment. For starters, the Pacific Coast Athletic Association (PCAA) changed its name to the "Big West Conference"
(BWC). The new name is more convienent because it is shorter
and because it alludes to the fact that some of the teams in the
conference aren't from the Pacific coast area.
Also, there have been personnel changes. Pacific has
name~ Tom Stubbs as interim athletic director to replace
outgomg Atheletic Director Carl Miller.
The footb~,n team ?as added George Dickson, Dan Cohen,
and Mark Gtbson to us coaching staff.
The men's basketball team has named John Wade, Dave
Shoemaker, and Tony Marcopulos as assistants to the new
head coach Bob Thomason.
. ~elissa DeMarchi ~ame from Edison Community College
tn Fort Meyers, Flonda to head the women's basketball
program.
Coming to U?P t? take over the women's cross country
prognun a~d asstst wuh women's softball is Lori Santi.
. Anchon~g the women's swim tcmn is new head coach Jim
Taketa, ~hi 1~ water polo coach John T&~nner is going to double
as aqun11cs d1rector.

Last season, the UOP volleyball
team had its bid for a third consecutive natiopal championship
thwarted by conference rival Hawaii. Interestingly, three out of the
four Pacific losses last season came
at the hands of Hawaii, the eventual
national champion. Pacific finished
the season as the third ranked team
in the country with a 30-4 record.
It's no wonder that Pacific and
Hawaii, who have won five out of
the last six national championships,
are considered volleyball dynasties.
This year, UOP will return three
starte~s and five regulars, and will
once again be gunning to regain the
national title. However, the road to
the championship 'YiU be anything
but smooth. Coach John Dunning
believes that '88 opponents Hawaii
Stanford, UCLA, Texas, Nebras.\a:
and Brigam Young Univf'.rsity all
have a legitimate shot at the title.
According to Dunning, Pacific's
other objective is "p~rform<:nce
orien~ed to play as well as we can."
If the Tigers can achie...·e that goal
their other hope - their Lhird ch~:
pionship in four years - may very
well come true.
The Tigers opened their season
against the Sacramento State Horncts,:mdwon 15-8,15-5,15-3. The
match marked the debuts of three
freshmen: Sharon Kasser, Heather
Schoeny. and Allyson Smith. Kasser had 6 kills, and a hitting percentageof:545. Smithadded6digsand
a scrv1ce ace, while Schoeny had
two service winners and 3 kills.
B~ooke Herrington led the tet1m
w1Lh 10 kills and 2 aces.
Next, the Tigers travekd to
Nebraska for the Husker Invitational. In their first match, they beat
No. 22-ranked Florida in straight
(!'cc VOLLEYBALL, page 11)

Try their new
September speci.al*

$1.99
"Big Cheese Combo"
Cheeseburger, fries & small drink

Come and enjoy a
late night study break.
Drive-thru open:
M~nday- Thursday until 11 :00 pm

Fnday- Saturday until12:00 am

Now two Stockton locations:
~\0~

~~~

\Joel\.

ElDorado and Yokuts
(in front of the Ramada)
• Offer good through September 30, 1988

Hammer and
Thorton
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CEC to back

gerMVPs
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Arkansas, Cal overpower UOP VOLLEYBALL

Within two weeks, Arkansas,
Pacific Council for ExcepCal, and a total of 88,000
screaming fans were successful in
Children (CEC) and UOP
their atlempt to make life miserable
are once again sponsor"Most Valuable Player of
for the UOP football team.
The movement began when
award. For every Pacific
Pacific agreed to open up its 1988
volleyball, and basketball
football season with the Arkansas
game, $100 will be don~ed to
Razorbacks. In preseason polls, the
CEC in the name of the most deRazorbacks were ranked as high as
Tiger athlete.
14th in the nation, and they were
According Bob MacMillan,
coming off oflast year's 5-2 Southof the CEC Player of the
west Conference record.
program, "The Council for
The Tigers were flown into
~cep,tiontal Children, an intemaLittle Rock, Arkansas, as a 49-10
organization with over
,OCIJ members in the United underdog, and came out at the bad
end of the 63-14 final score. Approis a professional group that
the education of excep- . priately, the game was played in
War Memorial Stadium in front of a
(handicapped and gifted)
ncar-capacity crowd.
and adults. In San Joaquin
Going into the game, Pacific
, over 200 teachers, stuhead coach Bob Cope felt that "to
and parents are CEC membeat them, we're going to have to
throw the ball well." After receivLast year, the CEC fundraiser
ing the opening kick -off and return...~.~over $2,500. This year's
ing the ball to the 31 yard-line, UOP
is $4,200. MacMillan said that
tried
that. However in the
coUncil is "currently seeking
IIIOillSOts for volleyball and basketgames. Game sponsors will be
1000gnized at each gaine." For
110J'C information, contact Bob
MacMillan at 946-3253.

first play from scrimmage, Tiger
quarterback Jason Frost had his pass
attempt deflected into the hands of
a Razorback.
Five plays later, Arkansas
scored on Barry Foster's 25-yard
pass reception from Quinn Grovcy.
Thus began the treacherous first
quarter, which ended with Arkansas
racking up 21 points.
Early in the second quarter,
Pacific's offense showed a sign of
what it can do when it plays consistently. The Tigers took the ball and
marched 63-yards for the score.
Runningback Anthony Williams
was the catalyst to the drive. He had
two big runs, including a 14-yard
touchdown gallop. "I got a real
good double-team block and it
opened up to the outside," said
Williams about his scoring run.
By halftime, Arkansas had tallied another score to press its lead to
28-7. The Tigers didn't get on the
scoreboard again until the fourth
quarter when they went on a 75yard scoring drive that was capped
by Rand Chatman's 1-yard touchdownrun. The ·
ofthcseries

•I'

-

was Troy Cole's 25-yard pass reception from Frost.
Pacific, who never returned to
the endzone, was glad to be finished
with its first and last game of the
season against a Southwest Conference team. It was then time to start
gearing up for Berkeley.
After a week of practices, the ·
Tigers were off to Berkeley Memorial Stadium to face the University
of California at Berkeley Bears.
Cal, retuming20 starters to the team
that stuffed Pacific 42-0 in last
year's contest, felt that they had
improved in the off seasoh. But the
final score, 30-7 in favor of Cal,
showed that Pacific too has improved.
The first quarter, however,
looked like the return of Arkansas.
Cal broke loose for three quick
touchdowns which were aided by
Pacific errors.
Enough said about the first quarter. Erase it and you have a 9-7
ballgame. During the last three
quarters, UOP's defesnc held the
Bears to just three field goals.
In the fourth quarter, Pacific
shut down Cal's offense and managed to get on the scoreboard. The
Tigers had an impressive drive,
which only took one minute, 23
seconds, and ended with Cole striking pay dirt on a reverse that was
good for 14 yards. Mark Gran followed with the extra point.
Pacific will hopefully learn
from their experience, and start
looking forward to some competitive games. This Saturday, for instantce, Pacific is taking on the
Idaho Vandais. The game, which
will start at 6:30 p.m. in Pacific
Memorial Stadium, is sure to be a
good match-up.
The Vandals could pose some
problems for the Tigers with their
high-flyingattack. They are returning all but one of its starters to an
offense that helped them win their
league championship last season.
Idaho's offensive trigger will be
pulled by junior quarterback John
Fricsy, who threw for over 3,600
yards and 28 touchdowns in the
Division I-AA Big Sky Conference
last fall.

(continued from page 10)
sets 15-6, 15-8, 15-11. Pam Lance
led the attack with 21 kills and a
.563 hilling percentage. Herrington
added 10 kills and Leona Bielefeld
had a team high df 17 digs.
The Tigers upped their record to
3-0 by stopping No. 18-ranked
Purdue 13-15, 15-7, 15-8, 15-12.
Herrington, Lance, and Cathy ScotIan combined for 38 kills and 35
digs.
In the championship match,
Pacific battled host Nebraska. The
Huskers proved they are a team to
watch by sweeping the Tigers in
three games 16-14, 15-12, 15-11.
All-tournament honors went to
Lance and Herrington who had 49
and 34 kills re!<pectively.
On Sept. 6, the Tigers played
.their frrst home match of the season
against the University of California
at 3erkeley. Pacific triumphed over
the Bears 15-9, 15-2, 16-14. Pam
Lance earned CEC ''Player of the
Game"honorswitha 15-ki11,16-dig
perforniance.
Last Friday and Saturday, UOP
traveled to Utah for the Brigham
Young Regicnal Challenge Cup.
Pacific's flfSt match was against
No. 8 Texas. The Longhorns
slapped down the Tigers in three
straight sets 15-5,15-10,15-7, to up

their record to a perfect 5-0.
"Right now, we're not on a good
course," comented Dunning. However, Pacific later challenged Pittsburgh,andcameoutwitha 15-6,157, 15-3 victory. The key to the
match was Pa.cific's .365 hitting
percentage compared to Pitt's .048.
Although the Tigers won, Dunning
said that "it was just a hard day."
On Saturday, Pacific squaredoff with host Bringham Young
University. The Tigers, who played
two matches the day before, were
not ready for the Cougars. BYU
rallied to a 15-11, 15-8, 15-12 victory ,and sent Pacific home with a 53 record.
Unfortunately for the Tigers,
Pam Lance's play was hindered by
flu symptoms. Lance has been the
base of the Pacific team, picking up
Big West MVP honors the previous
week. Also, the Tigers are still
waiting for the return ofK.rissy Fifer
and Elaina Oden; both are out with
injuries.
The Tigers next home match
will be Sept. 20 against No. 16rank.ed Fresno State. The match
will be UOP's conference opener
and is billed as "Student Appreciation Night." Match time is set for
7:30p.m. in the Spanos Center.

The Pacifican
wants you to be a

WRITER
*see your name in print
*expand your resume or portfolio
*improve your writing abilities
*rewarding experience
*become more of a part of UOP
*need not write every week
If you feel that you are enthusiastic, dedicated

and talented, come up and talk toany of our
editors, or give us a call at 946-2155. The
Pacifican is located on the third floor of Hand
l l (t I

'Ita1f.

•

PICTURES

Don\ g«:t fla_ttened

SPEAK LOUDER

bytbehigh .
cost ofcollege.

THAN WORDS

•

NEXT TIME YOU WRITE HOME TO FRIENDS AND FAMILY SAY IT IN
PICTURES. JUST DROP OFF YOUR ROLL OF 35MM, DISC, 110, OR 126
COLOR PRINT FILM AT THE ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE. WE'LL DEVELOP THE FILM AND GIVE
YOU TWO SETS OF PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE.

. 11 :00 prtl

untrl oam
,1z:O

• Now providing both California Guarantee_d Student
Loans (GSL) and California Loans to Assist Students
(CLAS)SLS/PWS.
• FOr information and an application, plea~e call the
Glendale Federal Student Loan Process~ng ~nte~ at
the number below or ask your campus fmancial aid
counselor for details.

1-800-344-7030

~ CiLENlliLE FEDERAL

fill§ STUDENT LOMS
C 1988 Glendale Fcdc•ral Savings and Loan A•sociation.

)!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL
MCCAFFREY CENTER

Kodalux

OFFER EXPIRES 9/21. NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY. EXCLUDES 4" SUPER SIZE PRINTS
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BOOZE
(continued from page 6)
based on their Charades performances. "Everybody made mistakes," Massey said.
Their inaccuracy led to a
discussion of how people have been
taught through television, advertising and everyday conversation that
alcohol can make people witty and
sociable.
Showing students how

FIRE
(continued from page 6)
make sure that they are back in
business a quicldy as possible."
Checks and offers of help
poured in, added Brunson. The IFC
began a furidraising campaign,
while the university offered a

wrong those expectations are, Massey said, "is a lot more potent that
just telling people about the potential hazards of excessive drinking."
High-level drinkers in the
experimental program went from
an average 9.7 drinks per week to
6.1, while low-level drinkers
dripped from 5.5 to four.
High-level students in the
traditional program, however,
changed only from 10.9 drinks per
week to 9.4. Low-level drinkers
reduced their consumption from 6.4
to three drinks per week.
$6,000 reward for information
about the fire's origin.
"If people could see the
outpouring of emotions," Chancellor Turner said. "I was at an alumni
meeting in Memphis last night, and
people would just start stuffing
money in my pockets. They didn't
even give me their name so I could
send them a receipt for their tax
return."

SPOTLIGHT
(continued from page 5)
R: I know Reagan has been working hard for peace with the Soviets lately,
but I don't think he would (come to their aid).

Q: WHAT IF THOSE COSMONAUTS WERE OUR ASTRONAUTS? REVERSE THE ROLES.
R: The reaction in that situation would be differant. Reagan would have
to take the risk. If he didn't people would think, "he didn't send someone
upforourownpeople!" I would say yes in this situation because it would
cause such a political mess. Personally, I would also want to send someone
up there.

Q: DOES IT BOTHER YOU THAT IN THE SOVIET CASE YOU
ANSWERED NO, THE AMERICAN CASE YOU ANSWERED
YES?
R: Thinking about it, I say Whoops. What am I saying, whatifthose were
two black people or two white people, would there be a difference?
Obviously not. The way I was brought up is probably why my answers are
differant. Since high school the Russians have always been the bad guys.
Wrong or right, that's just the way I think when I hear Russians;
negatively.
One thing for sure, it makes me question if our space program is really
ready to rescue anybody at this point.
"Prejudices subsist in people's imagination long after they have been
destroyed by their experience."
-Ernest Dimivet,
"What We Live By"

BANQUET
(continued from page 5)
she arrived on campus. A second
agreed and added, "We're still not
on a personal level with anyone in
the school."
Many of the upperclassmen returning to UOP from study abroad,
or summer vacation, had hoped the
banquet would be an opportunity to
get aquianted with new members of
the faculty and catch up with others.
Unfortunatly, they were left empty
handed when Dean Edward P.
Haley abruptly ended the banquet
followinghisremarks. Thebanquet
did provide an opportunity to hear
Haley's viewpoints on a variety of
topics, both international and national. Haley's comments demonstrated a strong conviction that the

BBQ
(continued from page 5)
community at a personal level.
SIS student Julie Lorton, who led
the group in lawn games, helped
bring spirit to the event. The unity
expressed when students, faculty,
and the dean played relay games
together caught the attention of
most students who saw the barbecue.
On a more official note, OASIS

MOVIES
(continued from page 8)
sounds good to you. You might be
saying, "Where do I sign up? What
do I have to do?" Ginny Brown of
her 12th outside Knoles Hall, will
continue with the Idaho-UOP
game, and concludes in early October. Perhaps now being an extra
"Talent Source Central," the
agency handling the extras, requests that all those interested go
over to "Career Placement" on the
second floor of Anderson Hall and
fill out a name card. They will need
students' hours of availability,
phone number, etc.
Brown also asked that students

future would be a time of peace and
hope, but also of new challanges.
The School of International Studies, he said, had begun "to cope
with these challangcs in small but
important ways," and "We, my
friends, have made a wonderful
beginning at meeting these challenges."
Dr. Paul Haubcn, chair of the
History Department of COP, appreciated Haley's inspirational message, hoped he was right, but could
not quite share all of his optimism
about the future state of our world.
Many students shared Hauben's
thoughts and also felt encouraged
by the speech, but didn't believe it
was a very realistic one.
Despite the flat banquet review,
most who attended showed confidence the school would be top notch
as soon as people settled into their
new roles.

began the semester at the Sept. 1
meeting of the General Assembly.
The General Assembly (the principle organ of the student group}
met to discuss this semester's options and increase student support
Unlike many student organizations, OASIS was originally modelled after the United Nations.
International studies students arc
invited to become involved in the
student govern mental bodies of the
school. For more information, contact the Bechtel International Center or George Wilson Hall.

not call the agency, concerning
being an extra, as she'll only refer
you back to Career Planning and
Placement Office. She also wanted
everyone to take note of the fact that
she is the only legitimate casting
director for extras on this production. Brown cautioned that there are
those who would have you believe
that they can land you a place in this
picture, for a fee. This is not true.
There is no fee charged for placing
your name on the list of extras.
"Glory Days" will air on CBS
sometime during the latter half of
the football season. Be sure and
watch, and don't forget to tell the
folks back home to keep an eye out
for familiar smiling faces.

RIGHTS

PEACE

(continued from page 5)

(continued from page 5)
give every nation a chance to voice
their hopes and plans for peace this

year.
While words don't substitute for
the real thing, when it concerns
World Peace, de Cuellar observed
during the 1987 International Day
of Peace:
"The International Year of Peace
has passed, but the quest for peace
continues. It needs to be sustained
with perseverance and determination until humanity obtains dependable insurance against war and a
nuclear armageddon. There arc
many clements of profound and
incalculable danger in the present
global situation. But the dynamics
of peace are at work. There are
hopeful signs of a realization that
greater security can be assured with
fewer weapons and more development. Perhaps, the perception is
growing that there is no promise of
stability or equilibrium in a world
where affluence coexists with hunger and freedom and dignity with
deprivation. Of course, the encouraging trends we sec still need to be
confirmed by concrete action by
governments. The United Nations
provides them the means and the
opportunity for such action."

buying rock singles, he said tho
music always represented to hill!I 1
"A sense of fun, a sense of sell,,
sense of good times, a sense of YOUr
own possibilities... But most of au
a sense of freedom ..."
'
Words ot lrustrauon and hope in l
Bob Dylan's song "Chimes of Free~
dom" closed the concert. Some sa~
the song never sounded more inspir.!
ing or urgent than when Spring.l
steen, Sting, Gabriel, Chapman and/
N'Dour sang it in London.
1
The London Times spoke abou~
the "trailblazing" nature of the to~
to point out this tour is the mo~
dramatic evidence there is a heart.
beat of idealism in the 80s. N~
since rock 'n' roll was used as~
vehicle for change in the 60s, h~
rock become such an effective wa1,
to reach young people on soc~
.
I
ISSues.
I
Springsteen said the same thingW
a much differant way; "What if y~ .
could take these little three minut~
of freedom and stretch them in~
hours and days ... Or what if yo~
could spread them ... to the peopld
who need them most? What Am.'
nesty International and tonight art
about is making the world a I
less oppressive, a little less
but most of all free."

classified
For Sale-·
Datsun21 0, '75, Goodrunningcond,
$500 or B/0. Call943-0917

1--------------t

The CALLIOPE, UOP's .~...u.~;rn
Magizine, is looking for an
...,,,~011""'l
staff. Interested people, please
up an application at the AS
office.

Skis 4 Sale
4s Equip -- silver/black,
unmounted -- 190cm & FP Ei}uip
--blue/red, mounted -- 190cm. $75
each/BO. 4 info call Stephanie @
944 - 7686 (llam - llpm}

Happy 2lstMWO I
Love, the P'can staff

1------------.....,.

ANNEX-A new name, but don't be
confused! We've got things you
need: blenders, sports equipment,
tents and. more!! Surprises on the
way! Watch us!!

The P'can retreat was a bl.astl
Thanks to all who made it I
HEY ...Anyone seen Fred?!

To: Brian and Brian,
Have a super day! You're both
awesome.
From: Michell"

SHOW YOUR
TIGER SPIRIT!
First home football game
this Saturday vs Idaho

uop

ALL ORANGE SHIRTS - 30% OFF
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE • LOWER LEVEL • MC CAFFREY CENTER
OFFER EXPIRES 9/21 -NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY
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